
Operations on data arrays such as FID, CPMG, IR, SR, …

✓Dropping first point(s)
✓Selecting a data window
✓Denoising
✓Data reduction (sieving)
✓Normalization
✓Fitting, components separation
✓Phasing
✓Quantification
✓Apodization
✓Fourier transform
✓Simulations

Various options for each!
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REX was conceived as a low-cost commercial software platform for evaluation of relaxometry data of all kinds.

After loading raw experimental (or even simulated) data, REX permits you to apply a wide and ever growing series of operations that are very useful to all researchers using NMR
relaxation and/or to developers of NMR applications that involve relaxation.

REX currently supports low-field time-domain NMR data, but the plan is to extend it also to high-resolution relaxometry, as well as to more complex multi-dimensional techniques
based on various combinations of relaxometry, spectroscopy, and diffusometry.

Note: one problem we have encountered is that in NMR relaxometry does not exist any standard data format, while there is a growing need to share raw data, make them more
persistent in time, and more accessible to a wider audience. As of today, REX supports only a limited number of data formats such as plain text, Stelar (including FFC), Resonance Systems, some Bruker, some
Oxford Instruments, … However, since REX is a community-oriented software, we guarantee that we will happily adapt it to any data format, once we get an actual example of the data.

Relaxometry data simulations

✓ Simulate experiment like FID, CPMG, IR, SR
✓ Select the number of components …
✓ ... and their individual parameters

such as intensities and offsets
✓ Set overall receiver phase
✓ Add noise with a desired intensity
✓ Generate synthetic relaxation curves
✓ Choose between many different

models to generate NMRD curves
✓ etc

All kinds of data can be simulated

Discrete and Continuous Inverse Laplace Transform

✓ Multi-exponential fitting with/without automatic estimate of needed number of components
✓ Concurrent penalty regularization and assiduous elimination of null space components

Water-saturated building stone «Pietra di Lecce»         A phantom with 3 soped-water ampules  

NMRD Profiles

✓ Build the profiles from FFC data
✓ To fit the profile, choose and 

combine many different models 
of molecular dynamics

A paramagnetic contrast agent

Egg white, fitted with 
a streched Lorentzian

Egg white fitted with
3 BPP components

Operations on arrays of arrays such as IR, SR, …
TD-Phasing, denoising, fitting, …

«Raw» IR data of a sample of the 
building stone «Pietra di Lecce» 
acquired with a Stelar Spinmaster 

The same set after Td-phasing 
and a moderate denoising  

The T1 relaxation curve obtained 
from the same data set and then 
fitted by discrete components (6 
were needed)  
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